A novel angular geometry for the sonochemical silver recovery process at cylinder electrodes.
In order to obtain maximum ultrasonic effect upon electrochemical silver recovery, mass transfer measurements were investigated. The effect on limiting current of changing the position of an ultrasonic horn tip (i.e. vertical and horizontal) and using a cylinder electrode (CE), was studied in an attempt to find the optimum position required for maximum sonoelectrochemical effect. The importance of the ultrasonic intensity, the electrode-horn distance and positioning (angle) in assigning limiting currents was also investigated. For the CE placed at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the ultrasonic horn, it was suggested that the 50% increase in limiting current for the 'face-on' geometry is caused by an approximately 50% decrease in diffusion layer thickness for the 'face-on' geometry compared to the 'angular' geometry due to the difference in the sonicated areas for both geometries.